ALUMNI LECTURE SERIES
18TH OCTOBER, 2018

An Alumni lecture series was organized by Gitarattan International Business School for MBA –
final year, IInd shift students on 18th October 2018. Notion behind organizing these alumni
lecture series is to give students a flavor of the real life corporate world. These series are also
expected to contribute in building an engaged and compassionate alumni community to facilitate
the Institute in growing exponentially. It is also designed to link closely with the Institute’s
Mentoring System and Internship opportunities for the students. The first speaker for the series
was Ms. Ishita Nangru, who is working as Manager- Recruitment at TRC Corporate Consulting
Private Limited. She is from the 2011-13 MBA batch. She is an innovative, self-driven and
employee centric human resource professional with 5 years of extensive exposure in employee
relations, talent acquisition and strategic HR. She initiated her session by asking general
questions from the students regarding interview, what interviewers’ expect from an interviewee,
how an interviewee should prepare for an interview, what should be there focus areas and many

more. This discussion was followed by a presentation covering all these questions which gave
students a real insight about the interview process. The second speaker for the series was Mr.
Prakhar Pathak, who is working as Assistant Manager HR at Trivitron Healthcare (L& D, HRBP
Labsystems Oy). He is from the 2010-12 MBA batch. He started his session by sharing his
voyage from the role of a student to a professional. He accentuated students about the relevance
of various co-curricular activities and their impact on their future professional life. He also
insisted on ‘taking challenges’ and ‘clearly defining expectations from job’. He also shared his
experience and his chosen professional career path. The third speaker for the series was Ms.
Nidhi Tanwar who is working as an Assistant Manager HR Operations at POPxo. She is from the
2012-14 MBA batch. She started her career as a HR executive in NIIT. She gave thoughtful
insights to students about not loosing focus even after repeated failures and “keep the good work
going”. She also discussed about the significance of identifying area of interest with due
diligence at the right time by sharing her own experiences. Students had a great learning time as
they also clarified their several doubts and shared their experiences too.
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